Billing Workflow Guide
Learn how to use Practice Fusion to assist your billing process. With our flexible superbill you
can send claims directly to an integrated billing partner or give access to a 3rd party billing
company. Use the billing report to organize your encounters and billing codes or to simply
print superbills for patients or billers.

1. Integrate with Billing Partner
2. Locate Existing Superbills
3. Create Superbills
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1. Integrate with Billing Partner
Using Practice Fusion with an integrated billing partner will allow you to electronically send superbills, patient
demographics, and insurance details.

Go to Settings and Select Account Setup. Select your software and input the required credentials. Click the circular “i”
icons to get an explanation of where that credential is in your billing software.
Integration requests take a couple of days to process. You will receive an email once it is complete and ready for use.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: Who are Practice Fusion’s Billing Partners?
ARTICLE: How do I request or Update my Integration with a Billing Partner?
ARTICLE: How do I update my Provider or Facility Information for my billing account?
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2. Locate Existing Superbills
Every time your provider creates a chart note, a corresponding “unsubmitted superbil” task will also be generated.
In the Tasks section, use the drop-down menu to filter results to “Superbills – Unsubmitted” and open the Superbill by
clicking on the text “Unsubmitted superbill”. You can also select “Actions > Go to Superbill”.

Alternatively, you can run a Billing Report to locate all superbills in a given status.
In the Reports section, select Billing Report. Select a status and date range to run your report. Open individual superbills
to complete, process, print, or export.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
ARTICLE: How do I reconcile ‘Unsubmitted Superbill’ tasks?
ARTICLE: How can I find the status or search for a superbill?
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3. Creating a superbill
Create a superbill within a patient encounter by selecting Add Superbill from the Actions drop-down menu in the top
right corner. You can also click “Record” next to the Superbill section at the bottom of the encounter. The superbill will
open in a new tab.

Click Add procedure and search for a CPT Code, or select one from your list of frequently used and custom CPT codes.
You may also search by procedure description. Once you have selected the procedure(s), click Add.

Insider Tip: You can add
multiple CPT codes
simultaneously by
continuing to search for
and select additional
codes. A notification will
display in the top right
corner, indicating how
many procedures will be
added to the superbill.
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Once the Procedure is entered, you will see a link to Add a Diagnosis. Search for a diagnosis by ICD-10 code, ICD-9 code,
or quickly select diagnoses from the patient’s encounter and diagnosis history by utilizing the Encounter and History
tabs.

Diagnoses attached to the corresponding encounter will appear under Encounter. All other diagnoses recorded in the
patient’s chart will appear under Historical.

In some instances, an ICD-9 code will correspond with one specific ICD-10 code. In other instances, an ICD-9 code may
correspond to multiple ICD-10 codes. Select up to 4 diagnoses per procedure and click “Add”.
Insider Tips: Refine Search along the left-hand side to further narrow your results. Each filter is related to the diagnosis
(ie: gender type, trimester type), and will reduce your search results to the number listed in parenthesis.
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Click and drag the icons to the left of the sequence to reorder diagnoses.

The patient’s demographic information will auto-populate in the superbill. If you have edited any patient demographic
information after creating your superbill, click the Refresh button to update this section.

Review and edit provider/facility information and enter any additional notes in the Other Details section.
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Once you have completed your superbill, you can save it by selecting a status from the drop-down menu in the top-right
corner. You can review the superbill at any time within the Billing Report.

When ready, you can print or download the superbill. Alternatively, if you are connected with one of our integrated
billing partners, selecting “Ready for Biller” submits the superbill to your billing software electronically.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

ARTICLE: Superbill Error Message Guides
ARTICLE: Can you delete a superbill?
ARTICLE: Searching and sorting through a Billing Report
ARTICLE: Where do you track the copay on a superbill?
ARTICLE: How do I choose the ‘seen by’ provider on a superbill?
ARTICLE: How do I add custom CPT codes to a superbill?
ARTICLE: How do I add Insurance/Payers?
ARTICLE: How are Facility, Billing Provider, and Rendering Provider populated?
ARTICLE/VIDEO: How do I add ICD-10 diagnoses when creating a superbill?
VIDEO: Quickly create visit superbills with ICD-10 Codes
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